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Getty Images There comes a time when you make the difficult decision to remove wallpaper. If you're willing to swap your outdated design for a more trendy option (we love the range of removable styles online right now), we have you covered. But first, ditch all the horror stories you've heard about
removing wallpaper. It's actually not as hard as you think. We checked with wall-covering installation expert George Kovacs, New York's 78 and Solar Wallpapering, who confirmed that the cleaning process for wallpaper is pretty simple. If the paper hanger used the right primer, the wallpaper should come
up very easily, says Kovacs. If they don't hang the paper correctly, that's when you can run into trouble, says Kovacs, who handled some of the best wallpapers in the world and go to an expert on interior design mavens and pro architects. Scroll down to look at Kovacs' simple steps that will leave your
walls stripped and ready for a new look at any time. You will even be tempted to give the wallpaper another try. Advertising - Continue reading below 1 Protect your space. Before you start removing wallpaper, it is important to protect other surfaces in the room from the water and soap you will use during
the process. Be sure to use the artist's tape to completely cover the finish and stucco, and HGTV recommends laying the drop cloth on the floor to protect the finish. The Artist's Tape, Home Depot, $8Shop Now 2 Scrape It Off. In some cases, your old wallpaper may already be starting to pull loose from
the walls. You can start the process by trying to remove the wallpaper by hand without water. Using a knife to record is the same as you use to patch the walls, find the edge and try to scrape it off, Kovacs said. Tape Knife, Amazon, $8Shop Now 3 Spray Wall. Eventually, you will work out the paper you
can clean by hand or with a knife. At this point, you will need to spray the wall. Kovacs recommends spraying the paper with warm water to separate it from the wall. Any common bottle spray will do, but a vacuum sprayer can speed up the process. In difficult cases, the steamer will be the best choice.
Cover the floors with plastic or drop the fabric, and generously spritz the entire wall. Spray Bottle, Amazon, $13Shop Now 4 Scrape Some Others. Once the water is soaked for a few minutes, you can start scraping off the paper. Use the same knife to record, gently undress your or her own, either from left
to right or up and down, depending on what feels easiest. If you are still having difficulty, consider spraying the wall several times. Be careful not to scratch the wall underneath, which can cause problems at the end. If you find another layer of wallpaper, finish the first layer and then move on to the second-
you can only remove one layer at a time without causing damage. Flexible Joint Knife, Hyde $11Shop Now 5 5 That's true. Once all the paper is gone, it's time to wash the wall so you can remove the excess primer or paste. Kovacs recommends moistening the sponge with water and several times to
cross the wall. Believe it or not, this is the most important step in the whole process. No matter how well you have removed the paper, if you don't wash off the old paste you'll have trouble when you're trying to draw or re-wallpaper, he advises. Sponge Package, M-D Building Products, $7Shop Now 6
Smooth It. Even tiny paste specks can rip off your next wall treatment. According to the Handyman family, if you don't get it all when you draw walls, the paint will end up flakes and crackling. The wallpaper that applied over it will bubble or not stick properly. To combat this problem, apply the stripper gel
for any lingering patches of paste and then scrape it without a wall to make sure the plaster is as smooth as it can be. The Gel Stripper, Amazon, $14Shop Now 7 Update it. After completing all the hard work of removing faded wallpaper, you finally get to enjoy your reward: choosing a gorgeous new
design. Keep things simple with a layer of paint, or remodel the space with a creative, inspired wallpaper pattern. Scalloped Wallpaper, Anthropologie, $138Shop Now this content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be
able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io Lara Robbie/Studio D holiday for the eyes, these wallpapers will transform any room. Setting up your iPhone wallpaper to match your style and interests is one of the funniest things about your own. The iPhone offers two kinds of
wallpapers you can change. One of them is the wallpaper that you see on the home screen of the device behind the apps. Another on the lock screen that you see when you wake up the iPhone. You can use the same image for both screens or you can use two different images. The instructions in this
article were written using iOS 12 and iOS 13, but work with most iOS versions. Start by finding the image you want to use on your iPhone. You can use wallpaper that was pre-installed on your iPhone, any image in the Photos app, or a photo you took with the camera. Here's what to do: Click Settings and
Wallpaper - Choose new wallpapers. Check out the wallpaper options. At the top of the screen are three types of built-in drains: Dynamic: These animated wallpapers were presented in iOS 7 and provide subtle effect and visual interest. Stills: These images are just what they sound like - still images. Live:
These are live photos. Hard to click to play a short animation. Below are the images on your iPhone, sorted based on your album photos. Click on the image you want to use as wallpaper to open the preview screen. If you choose a photo, adjust or scale it finger pinch. This changes the way the image
looks like wallpaper. If you choose one of the built-in wallpapers, you can't zoom in or customize it. When the photo is how you want it, tap the kit. If you change your mind, click Cancel. Tap either set the lock screen, set the home screen, or install both. Click Cancellation if you change your mind. If you
set the image as a wallpaper for the home screen, click Home (or swipe up from the bottom of the scree on the iPhone X and more newly) and you'll see it under your apps. If you used it for a lock screen, lock your phone and press the button to wake it up to see the new wallpaper. Live and dynamic
wallpapers add animation to home screens and locks. To learn more about these options, learn how to use live wallpaper on your iPhone. In addition to these options, there are other apps that design wallpapers, lock screen images, and change the look of the iPhone in other ways. Many of them are free.
Search the App Store for wallpapers to find them. You can make your own iPhone wallpaper by editing images or illustration programs on your computer. If you do this, sync the image with your phone and select the wallpaper in the same way you sync any wallpaper. Make sure to create an image that is
the right size for your device. These are the right sizes, in pixels, for all iOS devices: iPhone iPod touch iPad iPad 11 Pro Max and XS Max: 2688 x 1242 7th, 6th and 5th Generation iPod touch 1136 x 640 iPad Pro 12.9: 2732 x 2048 iPhone 11 xR: 1792 x 828 4th Generation iPod Touch: 960 x 480 iPad
Pro 10.5 (2018): 2224 x 1668 iPhone 11 Pro , XS and X: 2436 x 1125 All other iPod touches: 480 x 320 iPad Pro 10.5, Air 2, Air, iPad 4, iPad 3, Mini 2, mini 3: 2048x1536 iPhone 8 Plus, 7 Plus,6S Plus, 6 Plus: 1920 x 1080 Original iPad mini: 1024x768 iPhone 8, 7, 6S, 6: 1334 x 750 Original iPad and
iPad 2: 1024 x 768 iPhone 5S , 5C, and 5: 1136 x 640 iPhone 4 and 4S: 960 x 640 All other iPhones: 480 x 320 Summer wallpaper is a great way to bring warmth and pleasure from summer right in your home or workplace. These gorgeous summer wallpapers will set you off to places of peace and
beauty, and they can all be added to your computer or smartphone in seconds. It's easy to change your computer wallpaper once you've done it a few times. DesktopNexus Field sunflowers is heating up in the setting summer sun this summer wallpaper this summer wallpapers are available in a ton of
different sizes for standard or widescreen, monitor and mobile devices. VladStudio close-up of green grass brings summer energy right into your home with this free summer wallpaper. You can download these free summer wallpapers of various sizes your desktop and mobile devices. This summer
wallpaper literally speaks Summer with a word written on the sand like beautiful water waves waves Crash in. there are all kinds of resolutions available for this free wallpaper so it will fit on any device you would like to have it.  The interface of the LIFT In this summer wallpaper the setting summer sun
throws a bright light through the meadow grass. Download this summer wallpaper at 2560x1440. DesktopNexus Beautiful blue and orange butterfly sits on top of sunflower this summer wallpaper. You can get this summer wallpaper for your full-screen or widescreen computer monitor as well as your cell
phone. WallpaperStock Nothing says summer like this summer wallpaper on the beach in Bora Bora. Get this summer wallpaper in 1024x768, 1152x864, 1280x1024, or 1600x1200. Other sizes are available for wide, HD and mobile screens. WallpaperStock You're already jumping into the cool pool in this
summer wallpaper. Get this free summer wallpaper in different sizes for your widescreen monitor. DjMattRicks Stunning landscape with bright green grass and dark blue sky is presented in this summer wallpaper. Get this summer wallpaper in 1024x768, 1280x960, 1280x1024, or 1600x1200.
OneHDWallpaper Summer wallpaper that have a fragile dandelion is just waiting to be picked up by the wind. The colors of green and yellow in the background really make this dandelion seem to pop out from the screen. WallpaperStock Refreshing summer wallpaper with lemon frozen in ice cube just
waiting for a little iced tea. You can get this free summer wallpaper in HD resolution for 852x480, 1280x720, 1366x768, or 1920x1080. The wallpaper is a Cave Summer wallpaper with cute like-button ladybug climbing up a blade of grass. This summer, wallpapers are available in the same size for a
computer monitor. The wallpaper of a wide field of purple flowers made its way into the shady fields in this beautiful summer wallpaper. You can download this free summer wallpaper in different sizes for your laptop, desktop or mobile phone. New Revolution designs a group of red, green, purple and
orange popsies to pop out in front of a bright blue summer sky in this free wallpaper. This wallpaper is great to add in the height of summer. The Abyss wallpaper has this beautiful above-ground picture of a heart-shaped island in the middle of the ocean. Can you imagine yourself on a boat heading there?
This free summer wallpaper is available as an original, cropped, or stretched version to fit any device you would like to have it. Wall Devil View from inside the waterfall makes for stunning summer wallpaper. Get this summer wallpaper in a ton of different sizes for a computer screen. This is another
butterfly wallpaper, but it's more of a fantasy because there are several identical butterflies in this one image. You can download this summer wallpaper in 1920x1080 resolution. Can't decide if you like winter wallpaper or summer wallpaper anymore? You don't Choose with this! Both seasons are visible in
this neat window. These wallpapers are loaded in the same size: 2560x1600. However, you can use the Harvest and Download Scale option to the left of the image on the download page to get the version that's best for your monitor. Monitor. how to get wallpaper engine for free reddit
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